
   

Year 2 Spellings 
There are many ways to learn spellings.  Here are some examples that might help: 

 

1. Mnemonics 

Turn the word into a picture, rhyme or anything else to remember.  E.g.  

• big elephants cause an upset stomach easily = because 

• Sally and Izzy danced = said 

• Oh you lucky duck – ‘ould’ as in would, should etc. 

• There’s end in friend 

• A pie in piece of pie 

 

2.  Recall the spelling rule taught in class 

Write out the rule to remind you.   

• Double the final consonant after a short vowel when adding suffixes.  Eg skip (the ‘i’ is a short 

sound) double the ‘p’ then add ‘ing, ed’ = skipping 

• Adjectives to adverbs: sad – sadly add the suffix ~ly.  If root word ends in ‘y’ change to ‘i’ first. 

 

1. 3. Learn commonly misspelled words.  

• E.g.  across, beginning, believe, friend, forty, interrupt, until, weird 

•  

2. 4. Make a list of the words you have trouble spelling. 

3. E.g. went for whent, was for wos 

4.  

5. 5. Chunk it 

6. re…..mem…..ber for remember.  Use different colours for each chunk 

7.  

8. 6. Draw a picture or use art to represent the word 

9.  

7. Identify the tricky part of the word 

 Write just the tricky part out as many times as possible in 30 seconds then put the word back 

together. 

 

8. Build the word 

Write out each word as a pyramid (or in steps) or do this in reverse as 

shown for each word: 

 

 

9.  Trace the word 

Trace the words on your back or palm. Focus on forming each letter correctly so you can feel it being 

drawn or trace in the air. 

 

10. Which is Correct?  

Write words on dry erase board and include misspelled words. Can the correct word be found? 

 

11. Unscramble  

Use magnet letters, letter tiles or paper squares for each word, scramble them up and ask for them to 

put letters in correct order to spell words. 
 


